
TEI Spa HairSonic System 

Scalp Cleansing & Massaging Tool, for stronger, longer hair & hair loss prevention! 

 
  

KIT INCLUDES: 
● HairSonic Tool 
● Recharge Base Unit 
● Cleansing Brush Head 
● Massaging Brush Head 

 
ABOUT HAIRSONIC CLEANSING & MASSAGING SYSTEM: 

Experience the relaxing and reviving benefits of HairSonic today! TEI Spa’s unique 
combination of the HairSonic two step Scalp Cleansing and Massaging Brush help tone the 
scalp, encourage circulation and promote healthier, beautiful hair. By ensuring deep 
cleansing of oils and residue, massaging the scalp to simulate circulation and working in 
conjunction with hair enhancement treatments, the HairSonic promotes strong, healthy hair. 

 

  

 
FEATURES & BENEFITS: 

● HIGH cleansing action clears all deeply embedded debris and the excess of natural 
oils 

● LOW gentle Massage action feels relaxing while promoting circulation of the scalp 
● Multi-Function Ergonomic Design Non-Slip Rechargeable Handle Cordless 
● Waterproof for Use in Shower 

 

 



HOW IT WORKS: 

Hair health begins deep at the root where proper circulation provides essential nutrients to 
the hair bulb. A clean scalp allows hair to emerge strong, full and naturally shiny. A 
technical innovation, HairSonic is the first salon quality dual action tool for each at home 
use. Help protect the hair you have and achieve the strong, beautiful hair you envision. 

 
DIRECTIONS: 
  
Place the unit on charger stand for 2 hours until fully charged before first-time use. 
For Cleansing: Wet hair, add shampoo and massage into foam. Apply the cleansing brush 
on Hi for 1-2 minutes. 
For Massage: The hair can be wet or dry. Add your favorite conditioner or hair serum. 
Apply the massaging brush on Low for 2-3 minutes or depending on your personal 
preference. 

 
BRUSH HEAD CARE: 

To keep Cleansing & Massaging brush heads clean, simply rinse the brush head with 
antibacterial soap and warm water. 

We recommend replacing your TEI Spa brush head every 2 to 3 months. If brush head 
looses correct texture, shape, color or scent, it is recommended to change your brush head 
as soon as possible. 

  

_________________ ___  

 
BEAUTIFUL HAIR BEGINS WITH A CLEANER SCALP: 

Traditional methods of cleansing don’t get your head, hair and scalp as clean as you’d like. 
Fortunately, the lead inventor of TEI Spa discovered a breakthrough in how we cleanse our 
hair and scalp in and out of the shower. Using Sonic Technology, HairSonic's massage and 



cleanse motions work within the scalp's natural elasticity to gently remove the impurities 
traditional methods leave behind leaving hair softer, shinier, and more beautiful. 

● Cleanses 6x better than with your hands alone in just 60 seconds 
● Works with the scalp, not against it, to gently massage away impurities trapped 

within pores 
● Prepares hair for a vibrant and healthy glow 
● Gentle enough to use 2x a day 

LEARN MORE: Watch the Video 
 


